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The Andover Strip 
Purpose Statement: 
The community wishes to pull more traffic into their businesses and to shake the idea that 

they are a small town with small amenities. 

 

Values: 
Be Authentic: We’re straight forward and genuine.  

Be the community: We are part of the Andover community and understand that when we 

thrive, the community thrives. 

 

Characteristics 
Familiar 

Dynamic 

 

Differentiation 
Even though Andover Road is in a small town, it offers many of the same big city experiences. 

Most of the businesses are within walking distance of each other so visitors can go on a 

shopping trip on foot. The residential areas are also close by which means, those living in the 

area have easy access to the businesses. The restaurants offer places to go during a work 

break or for a night out. The bars offer a place for socializing. The owners are very involved in 

their businesses and get to know their customers. They also arrange community events like 

craft workshops, farmers markets, festivals, etc. 

 

The new identity will focus on framing the area as a booming business district that has a 

locally run, small town charm. 
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Client Research 

Client Description 
Andover Road has the highest concentration of businesses in the city. Back in 1991 a F5 

tornado decimated Andover. This became a turning point in their history because the 

tornado not only flattened the area but showed how unprepared they were for a disaster. The 

only tornado siren did not work, there was one ambulance, and much of their disaster relief 

relied on Wichita sending them whatever they needed. Debris from the storm made it 

impossible for emergency services to get to Andover quickly and this is when Andover 

realized they had to rely on themselves but were unprepared to do so. Ben Lawrence, the 

mayor, was quoted as saying, “[i]t was an opportunity for Andover to reinvent itself, 

determine its own destiny” (Finger, 2011). Thanks to its economy and people wanting to move 

out of Wichita, the area went from being a strip of asphalt that led to a small commercial 

district to a booming metropolis. Due to Andover Road’s proximity to Wichita, this adds to 

the area’s value for residents. Andover Road offers a variety of businesses and restaurants 

but if there is anything more needed, residents only have less than a ten-minute drive to get 

to Wichita. This allows Andover Road to offer a small town, close knit community feeling 

without stranding residents out in the middle of nowhere. After the tornado the city of 

Andover built a hospital nearby. Even though this hospital is outside the Andover Road area, 

the hospital offers hotel vouchers for the Andover Days Inn and the Andover Holiday Inn 

Express, both of which are in the Andover Road area. Most of the businesses in the area are 

locally owned, with owners that pride themselves on knowing as many of their customers as 

possible. The businesses not only offer goods and food but a wonderful atmosphere. Many of 

the services Andover Road offers can be found in Wichita but it is not just about the services 

themselves, it’s about how they are served. Everything is within walking distance of each 

other so residents can walk from their homes and visitors can park and walk to shops up and 

down Andover Road. 
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Photographic and Interview Research 

 
This is one community area that provides a small play area for children, a shaded area for 

adults to sit and a picnic table for snacks and lunches. This is located between two 

residential areas. This area encourages residents to get out and walk about. It is currently 

being expanded to help with the growing area. 
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This is taken to show that while Andover Road strives to be a big city in a small town, the 

stores still provide services for the surrounding farming areas. 
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These are two of the living units in the Summerfield Senior Living. This shows that even 

though Andover Road is targeted towards young families, they offer a place in the 

community for those outside the target audience. 
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This shows that Andover Road tries to promote movement through the area. There are bike 

routes that runs through the businesses. So those that don’t want to walk along the strip but 

don’t want to use the gas to get there can use their bikes without worrying about traffic. 
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This is a statue that was made by a local resident. It was commissioned around the time the 

church was rebuilding after the tornado. This is an example of the community coming 

together and supporting each other. It is an example of how the area is independent. 
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This is one of the residential areas that was flattened after the tornado. This shows how they 

came back stronger than they were. Homes beforehand were often old fashioned and, in some 

cases, original to the area. After the storm they were able to build modern homes. 
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This is one of the ways Andover Road works with the community to provide more activities. 

Business’ will open their parking lots to temporary events like the farmers market. This is an 

example of how the area will support not only traditional stationary businesses but also the 

surrounding farming community. 
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Here is an example of the community supporting a local business. You can get Icees at Sonic 

and McDonalds, but many people have been coming here for over a decade, they offer a wide 

variety at a good price, and they get to know their customers. It’s not about the services it is 

about how it is served. 
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This shows the flare of creativity and pride the businesses take. The businesses each have 

their own identities that all work together to be part of the community. 
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Here is an intersection to show the traffic that brings people through the area. Andover Road 

is the main thoroughfare between Wichita and Augusta. 
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This shows that reinventing themselves is something Andover Road continues to do. They 

continue to improve themselves so they can be independent and won’t end up in the same 

place they were in 1991. 
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Here is an example of the area promoting their smaller businesses and getting people to shop 

in the area. It also helps bring in the surrounding farming community into the business 

district. 
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Here is an example of how the area caters to the young families in the area. Everything is 

close by and it is safe so kids can either walk from their homes, schools, or after school 

activities to grab a cool treat. Summer Snow also offers seating in various sizes so little ones 

can sit comfortably. 
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Even though Andover Road promotes having a big city atmosphere it still caters to its 

farming roots and incorporates it into their current identity rather than distancing 

themselves. 

 

Interviews 
Audio and Notes 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1mXAEA9gCFx_gfyE0KAEAXOuLLmSpNGo1 

Synopsis 

One commonality that people kept bringing up was variety. Most agreed that Andover Road 

had a good variety in food although one said that they had a good variety in shops. They all 

also brought up that one of the area’s appeal was convenience. It was easy to get what they 

needed and is much easier to get to know that most of Wichita is under construction. Good 
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prices were another pull. They brought up that while Andover Road was appealing for its size, 

they each wanted something added to the area. Two wanted a bigger variety of sit-down 

restaurants. They say the area is good for fast food or for a nice lunch but there are not a lot 

of options for a sit-down dinner. Another wanted some more entertainment options. Since the 

Blockbuster closed there is not a lot to do for fun aside from the nearby park. In another 

interview, the person mentioned that he would want food places to stay open later. The 

interviews all seem to touch on the fact that Andover Road offers a lot of amenities for day to 

day living. And while the small size doesn’t offer everything, the close proximity does make 

getting all these day to day amenities easy and quick, especially for those that work in the 

area. Another concept that came up was the social aspect. In one interview she mentioned 

that the area felt safer and that the people were nicer. It made the area good for raising kids. 

In another interview he said that the few owners he knew were good people and they were the 

reason he went to them rather than into Wichita. When housing was brought up, most said 

that is was decently priced to live in the area. One person brought up that they loved when 

they lived in the apartments because there was a ton of kids around and the people were 

super friendly. 
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Empathy Map 
Think & Feel 
What are the community’s internal thoughts and emotions? 

The area is safe and beautiful. Kids can walk to their favourite shops without worry. It 

has a lot of variety despite its small size. It is convenient for shopping and cheaper. The 

people are more responsible. 

Hear & See 
What are the community’s surroundings? 

The apartments are reasonably priced 

but sometimes small. 

Wichita has more dinner and night life 

options. 

Costco is the biggest competitor since it is 

not far away and offers similar items but 

in bulk. 

Say & Do 
What are the community’s behaviors? 

People are friendly. 

The small business owners are willing to 

get to know and work with customers. 

It’s small but offers a lot. 

There are lots of kids and families. 

Pains 
What frustrations does the community 

experience? 

Not enough entertainment 

Not enough sit-down dinner restaurants. 

Not enough late-night options. 

Gains 
What makes the community happy? 

The people are friendly. 

The business owners look out for their 

customers’ best interest. 

The essential businesses for living are 

easy to get to. 

Prices are fair. 

No traffic.  
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Proposed Voice and Tone 

Brand Voice Chart 

Characteristic Description Do Don’t 

Familiar We aren’t a high 

society area. We 

are just people 

making a living and 

building on to our 

community. 

Be friendly and 

personable. 

Actively listen. 

Be relaxed. 

Be crude or lazy. 

Be presumptuous. 

Be too “hip”. 

Authentic We know a bigger 

city can offer what 

we offer but we 

appreciate when 

people come to us, 

so we won’t betray 

that trust. We’ll 

help where we can 

and point you in the 

right direction if we 

can’t. 

Be straight and 

honest. 

Be helpful where we 

can. 

Know our limits. 

Get to the heart of 

the matter. 

Give empty 

promises or over 

promise. 

Use superfluous 

language. 

Give a runaround or 

double negatives. 

Warm Everyone that 

comes here is part 

of the community 

even if they don’t 

live in town. The 

success of the 

Be open and 

welcoming. 

Make people feel 

like they are part of 

the community. 

Be overly happy. 

Sound fake. 

Cross boundaries. 
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Andover Strip is 

built on its 

community. 

Dynamic We don’t have 

everything, but we 

make it work in as 

many ways as we 

can. 

Be flexible. 

Be mobile and 

energetic. 

 

Be wish washy. 

Be untrustworthy. 

Be two faced. 

 

Tagline 

The Heart of Business 

 

Mission Statement 

We are a small community that offers big help. A personal touch is our biggest commodity 

and we do our best to be what you need. We focus on business that helps our community 

thrive. 

 

Introductory Paragraph (tone sample) 

The Andover Strip is the booming center for Andover. But we also open our doors to anyone 

willing to come our way. We know there are bigger cities that can offer what we can, so we 

offer our big city amenities with small town charm. Owners are involved in their businesses 

and make a point of getting to know customers. We’re here to help, even if that just means 

pointing you in the right direction. Businesses are also willing to support individual 

entrepreneurs by opening their parking lots to tent sales. We know how important 

community is to keep an area thriving because when everything disappears all you have left 

are the people. 
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Static Vision Board 
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Dynamic Vision Board 
https://youtu.be/e-4H51Ntbb8 
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The video starts off with a depiction of the area before 1991 with desaturated colors and the 

street name. A tornado rolls through clearing the screen and allowing for the new buildings 

to pop up and fill the screen along with the new identity. The first illustration to be shown is 

of 2nd 2 None Consignment paired with the typography choices. The next illustration shows a 

work shop in Scrap*Funattic. The texture choices fly onto the screen. The next illustration 

shows a small child buying a snow cone from Summer Snow with the color palette. The next 

illustration depicts one of the two major intersections in the Strip. It then cuts to a real-life 

photo of the same intersection to transition from the illustrations to the live action video and 

photos. It then shows footage that represents the characteristics. Photos from the area are 

then shown, changing on the beat. It finishes off with the icon and the title of the area. 
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Primary Color Palette 

 
 

 

Typographical Considerations 

Header: Ganache, Regular 
Sub Header: BC Alphapipe, Regular 
Body: Arlette THA, Light 
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Media Plan 

Media Matrix 

 Print Environmental 

PR
O

S 

• Easy to reproduce 

• Able to throw into any purchase. 

• The area sees a lot of traffic so a 

billboard or signage near Kellogg 

would get a lot of eyes. 

• Can be delivered to other businesses 

in the area so that businesses can 

promote each other. 

• They can easily be mailed out to 

surrounding residential areas. 

• Business cards are often kept. 

• The area sees a lot of traffic so 

there will be a lot of exposure. 

• 24-hour exposure 

• There are lots of walking and biking 

paths so it can direct foot traffic. 

• Tent sales draw attention and make 

it easier for customers to see the 

products. 

• Outdoor festivals and tent sales can 

draw traffic. 

• Electric billboards in area allow for 

motion media. 

CO
N

S 

• Can be expensive 

• Flyers are often immediately 

thrown in the trash. 

• No easy way to disperse to a wide 

area. 

• Lots of paper use (not very green). 

• No way to update. When 

information is changed all previous 

prints are now useless. 

• Need sturdy signage to survive 

Kansas winds and weather. 

• Can be expensive 

• Can usually only afford one week on 

billboards. 

• Too many road side signs can 

clutter walk/bike routes. 

• Not much information can be 

displayed because people have to 

drive while reading. 
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 On-Air Online 
PR

O
S 

• The nearby community college will 

be open to help promoting the area 

on their radio station. 

• Can create dynamic material. 

• Can target certain demographics at 

different times in the day or by 

program. 

• Videos can help introduce 

owners/employees to a wider range 

of people. 

• Easier Access 

• Wider reach 

• Allows for a showcase of all services 

• Allows for others to interact with 

brand 

• Allows for both stills and motion 

media 

• Easy to share amoung various sites. 

CO
N

S 

• Is very expensive 

• Harder to produce 

• Can’t afford to buy many time slots 

so reruns are limited. 

• Audio ads don’t allow to show 

products or store fronts. 

• Most businesses in the area do not 

have a working webpage 

• Most searches have to have previous 

knowledge of existence 

• Ad blockers would minimize the 

effect of online advertising 

• Most business owners in the area 

are not very tech savvy. 

 
Asset titles, proposed applications, and strategic purpose 
Tote bag 

The Strip offers festivals, tent sales, and farmers markets. Induvial stalls often have their 

own bags but by the end of the event people are carrying half a dozen bags or more. Offering 

a tote bag helps consolidate all these items so they’re easy to carry. According to Alderton’s 

(2010) article conference bags are one of the most effective promotional items because 

“longevity makes them such good branding opportunities-particularly on the higher quality 

bags, which you frequently see at subsequent events, meetings, or even just used by 
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individuals as everyday brief cases”. They also have the added benefit of spreading the 

brand when people use them in other locations like Costco, Sam’s Club, their schools, etc. 

 

Notepad 

The Notepad is an item that people can have sitting on their desks or next to their phones. It 

can feature images of the area and the businesses so it can combine traditional advertising 

with its functionality. In a study conducted by McCarthy & Fram (2008) they found 

promotional items that were able to be combined with traditional print advertising increased 

brand engagement and retention. The inside of the cover can also feature a calendar that 

can be used for the promotion of events and sales in the area. 

 

Pen 

These items can either be customized for individual businesses in the area or for the Strip 

itself with general directions of the area. Pens are easy to make and if the pen is quality 

people will use it in their day to day lives. Also, people share pens and as Richard (2017) 

writes sharing leads to the item being “traded dozens of times into many different hands, all 

exposed to a valuable and inexpensive branding campaign”. This helps with the spread of the 

brand. It can also be paired with the notepad. 
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